Information for those who are photographed, filmed and/or participating in a sound recording

At this event/gathering or this interview or the equivalent, Uppsala University will be photographing and/or filming with sound recording. This means that Uppsala University may use your personal data in the form of one or more photos/videos where you are present.

Uppsala University is photographing/filming various parts of its activities to provide information about its work and organisation.

If you do not want to be in the photo/video, you can notify the photographer so you will be excluded from any photography/filming.

Uppsala University is a public authority, so it is in the public interest to provide information about the University’s activities in accordance with section 6 of the Government Agencies Ordinance [2007:515] and article 6, paragraph 1 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The personal data that is managed is Uppsala University’s responsibility.

Photos/videos/sound recordings will not be used for commercial purposes, but they may be published in brochures, folders, the University’s webpages and social media, the University staff magazine, research magazine and other similar products and channels provided by Uppsala University. The recorded material may also be made available to third parties such as news media, for use in contexts which relate to Uppsala University.

To learn more about how Uppsala University uses personal data and about your rights in connection with this, you can read Uppsala University’s data protection policy here: http://www.uu.se/en/about-uu/data-protection-policy.
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